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Jane Mitchell fl ute
Thomas Barber oboe • cor anglais
Tom Lessels clarinet • bass clarinet • sampler
Adam MacKenzie bassoon • contrabassoon
Stephen Stirling horn • sampler
Simon Cox trumpet • cornet • fl ugelhorn
Peter Moore trombone • sampler
John Reid keyboard
Scott Lumsdaine percussion
Alexandra Wood violin

OBJECTS AT AN EXHIBITION

Thea Musgrave  Power Play 6’35
Christopher Mayo  Supermarine 12’08
Claudia Molitor  2TwoLO 11’42
David Sawer  Coachman Chronos 9’14
Gerald Barry  The One-Armed Pianist 6’49
Barry Guy  “Mr Babbage is Coming to Dinner!” 9’10

Total  55’43

Every musical instrument is, in a sense, 
a machine. But, in science museums 
they are machines of unusual interest 
and potency for visitors, because music 
is a key site for the interaction between 
science, technology and culture. 
Music, if you like, provides a perfect 
exemplifi cation of how technology and 
the arts have developed hand in hand 
over centuries. There are whole varieties 
of music that could not exist without 
certain technological developments, an 
observation that not only applies in the 
more obvious case of genres dependent 
on modern electronics, but also with 
older machines such as the tenor 
saxophone or the overstrung piano.  

In the ‘Objects at an Exhibition’ project, 
we have set out to represent that core 
interaction between technological 
capability and artistic possibility, but with 
an additional resonance. Each of the 
pieces was commissioned as an artist’s 
response to a particular (non-musical) 
machine in the Science Museum’s 
collections or to the grandeur of our 
public galleries. The result is that, in total, 

‘Objects at an Exhibition’ may be heard 
as a commentary on our technological 
civilisation and culture. It was important 
for the project that each of the selected 
composers would have the opportunity 
to pick-out from the Museum’s hundreds 
of thousands of objects one that held a 
particular resonance for them. Most of 
these commissions started with an open-
ended bespoke tour for the composers 
of the Museum’s spaces, when it was 
possible in a spatial dialogue to unite 
each composer with the object that 
would become the particular subject of 
their composition. 

This project has been, from the start, an 
equal creative partnership between the 
Science Museum, NMC Recordings and 
Aurora Orchestra. The compositions by 
Gerald Barry, Barry Guy, Christopher 
Mayo, Claudia Molitor, Thea Musgrave 
and David Sawer – with their diverse 
approaches, techniques and styles 
– offer new and interactive listening 
experiences to Museum visitors, Aurora 
audiences and NMC listeners alike. 
Barry Guy’s extraordinary graphic score 

INTRODUCTION TO OBJECTS AT AN EXHIBITION

Aurora Orchestra • Nicholas Collon conductor
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Florence Cooke violin • sampler
Sarah-Jane Bradley viola
Nathaniel Boyd cello
David Lale cello
Clare O’Connell cello 
Ben Griffi ths double bass
Ian Dearden live electronics

Nicholas Collon conductor

Aurora Orchestra
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(reproduced on the back page of this 
booklet) is based on Charles Babbage’s 
difference engine workings. Claudia’s 
‘non-music’ is inspired by the BBC 
2LO transmitter and the idea that music 
was originally prohibited on BBC radio. 
Gerald’s piece responds to a modest 
and extraordinary object: a prosthetic 
arm specially made more than a century 
ago for a pianist who played, wearing it, 
at the Royal Albert Hall. Chris’s work is 
inspired by a slate statue of aeronautical 
engineer R. J. Mitchell in our Flight 
Gallery, where signifi cant aircraft crowd 
the ceiling. Refl ecting on a world where 
there’s an increasing emphasis on 
speed, David has chosen the mail coach 
in the Making the Modern World gallery 
to ‘seek clarity in time standing still’. Thea 
has expressed great enthusiasm for 
the spatial volume and potential of the 
Museum’s three-storey high Energy Hall 
with its C18th-C19th steam engines. 
She says “I am thinking generally of 
the wonders of discovery, with soloists 
‘taking off’ with fl ights of fancy”.

For us at the Museum, music has the 
power to enhance deeply the variety 
of what we can offer our visitors; 
emotionally it has the potential to 

Thea Musgrave
Power Play 
for fl ute, oboe, clarinet, bass clarinet, bassoon, 
horn, trumpet, keyboard, violin, viola and cello

The overwhelming sense of man-made 
energy one feels upon entering the 
Energy Hall prevents one from seeing 
– and hearing – at fi rst glance the 
differences between the various 
ingenious machines. Further study 
reveals each machine to have its own 
genius, its own mechanisms and its own 
sounds.

I have chosen to focus the 
four different sections 

of my piece in the 
following way: starting 

with low pitches led 
by trumpet and horn, 
the fi rst section 
illustrates the slow-
moving but powerful 

turning of a large 
wheel. This merges into 

the second section where 
the oboe and woodwinds illustrate 

faster moving 
machines with ‘busy’ 
movement in more middle 
range pitches. This leads to 
the third slow section of higher 
pitches where an anchoring 
cluster chord (built from notes of an 
octatonic scale) tethers fl ights of fancy 
by fl ute and violin – suggestive of the 
fi ner things of delicacy and beauty that 
can be made from these mechanized 
inventions. The fourth and fi nal section 
is a climactic coda of the summation of 
the three previous independent parts, 
working together now to form the impact 
of composite energy housed in the Hall.

© 2015 Thea Musgrave

Christopher Mayo
Supermarine 
for cello, double bass and four samplers

In the Flight Gallery at the Science 
Museum, dwarfed by the scale of the 
many full-sized planes hanging from 
the ceiling above and the vast wall of 
airplane engines, a life-sized statue of a 

NOTES FROM THE COMPOSERS

This project presents six new works, 
commissioned by NMC Recordings, exploring the 
Science Museum’s world-renowned collection.  
The works were premiered in 2015 by Aurora 
Orchestra in a unique walk-through concert at 
the Museum, in the presence of the object or 
space that inspired its composition.  The three 
partners also ran an education project with Aurora 
musicians, encouraging school children to explore 
curriculum science topics through composition.

nmcrec.co.uk/objects 

move  and deepen engagement with 
our collections and spaces. For all of 
us – Museum, NMC and Aurora – this 
is a collaboration that has the potential 
to change how people think about both 
technology and contemporary music. 

Dr Tim Boon, Head of Research & 
Public History, The Science Museum, 
London
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lone fi gure stares out of a display case. 
The statue, made from over 400,000 
pieces of Welsh slate, carefully stacked, 
depicts the British aeronautical engineer 
R. J. Mitchell. Mitchell, a prolifi c designer, 
worked for Supermarine Aviation Works 
for whom he designed the Sea Eagle, 
the Sea King, the Walrus, the Stranraer 
and a series of racing aircraft including 
the Supermarine S.6B, winner of the 
Schneider Trophy in 1931 and one-time 

holder of the world air speed record 
(The Supermarine S.6B is also 

on display in the Science 
Museum’s Flight Gallery). 

Mitchell was most famous, 
however, for designing the 
Supermarine Spitfi re, the 

innovative and revolutionary 
fi ghter aircraft which played 

such a prominent role in the 
Battle of Britain. He did not live 

to see the Spitfi re play its 
key war-time role; dying of 
cancer in 1937, aged 42.

The Spitfi re achieved 
legendary 
status during 

the war, 

the mythologizing aspects of the 
Leslie Howard fi lm and the conspiracy 
theories surrounding the attack on 
BOAC Flight 777. 

© Christopher Mayo 2015

Claudia Molitor
2TwoLO
for clarinet, horn, trombone, cello, 
double bass and electronics

When I was approached to take part 
in this wonderful project the fi rst 
question was which object to base the 
composition around. This is not an easy 
decision to make, particularly in a space 
stuffed with so many intriguing 
objects that allow the imagination 
to go wild! But when Tim Boon 
mentioned that the fi rst BBC 
radio transmitter would soon be 
displayed in the new Communication 
Hall the decision was made for me. 
As a composer I spend a lot of 
time working in my studio whilst 
BBC Radio 4 chatters in the 
background. I will admit that 
I do not listen to it attentively 
all of the time, rather it forms 
a sonic underlay to my 

working – hence it has to be words 
rather than music as that would interfere 
too much with compositional thoughts.  

The fi rst BBC radio transmitter called 
2LO, is an impressive object to look at. 
But it also has a melancholic quality. 
Here it sits, beautifully preserved in 
its glass vitrine, completely silenced, 
stripped of its main purpose of 
transmitting sound. It feels a little like 
looking at an exhibited Stradivari violin, 
too precious to play, yet it is in its sound 
that the violin’s beauty lies.

and in 1942  The First of the Few was 
released, a biographical fi lm starring 
Leslie Howard as R. J. Mitchell. The fi lm 
told the story of the Spitfi re’s 
development and Mitchell’s illness and 
death and served to further mythologize 
both the plane and its designer in the 
eyes of the public. 

Leslie Howard was killed less than a 
year after the fi lm’s release when BOAC 
Flight 777 from Lisbon to Bristol was 
shot down by eight German Junkers Ju 
88 fi ghters. The attack on Flight 777 
prompted numerous conspiracy theories 
surrounding Howard, most suggesting 
that he was a spy on a secret mission 
to liaise with Francisco Franco on 
behalf of Churchill. However, it was also 
suggested that, due to the fi lm, German 
agents had mistaken Howard for R. J. 
Mitchell himself and had ordered the 
plane shot down to eliminate him.

Supermarine is written for cello, double 
bass and four keyboards controlling 
software samplers. The samples used 
were created from audio rec ordings 
of airplane engines. The work is a 
response to the meticulous and intricate 
construction of the Welsh-slate statue, 
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When 
reading 
about 2LO 
I stumbled 
across the 

information 
that initially, 

for a few 
weeks only, the 

transmission of 
music was prohibited 

by the licenser, only 
speech was deemed 

acceptable. This was surprising 
as radio is so intimately linked with 

the idea of transmitting music. 2TwoLO 
then imagines a piece of music that 
is transmitted under these ‘no-music’ 
conditions. It begins by attempting to 
pull the wool over the licenser’s ears and 
slowly develops towards music, in fact 
towards Handel’s Largo from his opera 
Xerxes, which was the fi rst ever piece of 
music transmitted by radio in America on 
the 24th December 1906. 

The radio voices used in this piece are 
from the programme Scrapbook for 
1922 from the BBC Sound Archive.

© Claudia Molitor 2015

David Sawer
Coachman Chronos
for cor anglais, clarinet, bassoon, horn, cornet (doubling 
fl ugelhorn), violin, viola, cello and double bass

Before the invention of the railways, the 
mail coach represented the ultimate 
in speed. My piece aims to evoke the 
sensation of travel: one can imagine 
the physicality of the vehicle and the 
dangerous, but enjoyable, journey 
through the changing landscape.

I make reference to Thomas de 
Quincey’s essay on motion The English 
Mail Coach, in particular the passage 
where he contrasts the speed of 
movement with the speed of thought: 
the coach has reached such a high 
velocity, there is danger of catastrophe; 
yet at that precise moment time appears 
to stand still, and the driver is able to 
think clearly, thereby avoiding disaster. 
Half way through the piece, the music 
suddenly stops and the momentum is 
broken, the tempo slows down and the 
musical elements open up, led by a solo 
fl ugelhorn. This music is in recognition of 
the post horn that can be seen hanging 
close by in the gallery, bringing to life the 
sound of this instrument. 

9

The title comes from a poem by Goethe, 
An Schwager Kronos, which likens life to 
a coach journey; it was later set to music 
by Schubert. The choice of instruments 
emphasise the darker colours of early 
romanticism, and includes cor anglais, 
clarinet in A and cornet.

© David Sawer 2015

Gerald Barry 
The One-Armed Pianist
for fl ute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, horn, 
trumpet, violin, viola and cello

The title refers to an 
artifi cial right arm 
in the museum’s 
collection of limbs. It 
was made to fi t below 
the elbow of the wearer, 
the most unusual feature being the 
fi ngers. Carved from wood, the middle 
three digits are disproportionately small 
while the rigid thumb and little fi nger are 
stretched out and covered with small 
fabric pads. The arm was made for a 
woman, the stretched hand allowing 
her to cover an octave when playing the 
piano. Wearing this arm, she performed 
at the Royal Albert Hall in 1906. 

The piece is in two halves. The fi rst is 
philosophical acceptance, the 
second is the octave played 
by the wooden arm. 

© Gerald Barry 2015

Barry Guy 
“Mr Babbage is Coming to Dinner!”
for fl ute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, contrabassoon, 
horn, trumpet, trombone, percussion, 2 violins, viola, 
cello and double bass

“Mr. Babbage is coming to dinner” was 
the cry – and indeed it was a coup for 
any host or hostess or gathering of 
scientists, literary and philosophical 
minds in mid-19th century England to 
secure the presence of Mr. C. Babbage 
for their event.
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The spell of Charles Babbage 
descended upon me during a visit to 
the Science Museum London (under 
the kind guidance of the curator 
Tim Boon). In particular his work on 
the Calculating Engines caught my 
attention. A technical drawing with the 
title ‘The general plan of Mr. Babbage’s 
Great Calculating Engine’ initiated the 
pathway to my composition. 

The score consists of one large graphic 
page inspired by engineering drawings, 
prepared by Charles Godfrey Jarvis and 
Babbage’s own texts concerning the 
production of the machines. 

To quote from a letter to his friend 
Adolphe Quételet, a Belgian 
statistician, ‘I have a draftsman … at 
work … to fi nish a complete set of 
mechanical drawings of the new engine 
and a variety of Mechanical Notations to 
explain its operation … ’.

Mechanical Notation as explained by 
Doron Swade (a leading authority on 
the life and work of Charles Babbage): 
‘It is a descriptive system that precisely 
records the way parts are intended 
to interact. One form of the Notation 
consists of timing diagrams which show 

how 
different 
motions are 
phased and 
harmonised. 
Another form 
resembles what we 
would now liken to logical 
fl ow diagrams.’

The concept of ‘fl ow diagrams’ fi ts in 
perfectly with my own methodology 
and I decided to create a graphic score 
(see page 24), partially coloured, where 
precise musical movements would 
be choreographed alongside fl exible 
scenarios that will engage the musicians 
in creative responses and spontaneous 
decisions according to visual stimuli.

To realise an end result in the spirit of a 
calculating engine, players move material 
through the human labyrinth with the 
percussionist playing a particularly 
athletic role.

© Barry Guy 2015

OBJECTS AT AN EXHIBITION IS A LANDMARK COMMISSIONING 

PROJECT FOR NMC’S 25TH ANNIVERSARY, IN PARTNERSHIP 

WITH AURORA ORCHESTRA AND THE SCIENCE MUSEUM.

A huge thank you goes to Dr Tim Boon, Head of Research & Public History at the Science 
Museum, who has tirelessly and enthusiastically supported this project from day one, and to 
John Harte and all at Aurora Orchestra.
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Kjeld Jensen
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Matthew Kaner

Ghislaine Kenyon
Roxanna 
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Brian O’Sullivan
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Rich and powerful musical 
language and a strong 
sense of drama have made 
Scottish-American composer 
Thea Musgrave one of the 
most respected and exciting 
contemporary composers in 
the Western world. Her works 
are performed in major concert 
halls, festivals, and radio 
stations on both sides of the 
Atlantic. 

In honour of her distinguished 
and varied catalogue and 
career over 60 years, the BBC 
presented Total Immersion: 

Thea Musgrave with three 
concerts of her chamber, 
choral, and symphonic works 
performed and recorded at 
the Barbican in a single day – 
February 15, 2014. 

Known for the clarity of 
her invention, the skill of 
her orchestrations, and 
the power of her musical 
communication, Musgrave 
has consistently explored 
new means of projecting 
essentially dramatic situations 
in her music, frequently 
altering and extending the 
conventional boundaries of 
instrumental performance by 
physicalizing their musical and 
dramatic impact: both without 
programmatic content (such 
as the Clarinet Concerto, 
the Horn Concerto, the Viola 
Concerto, and Space Play), 
and others with specifi c 
programmatic ideas (such as 
the paintings in The Seasons 
(NMC D074) and Turbulent 

Landscapes (NMC D153), the 
poems in Ring Out Wild Bells, 
Journey through a Japanese 

Landscape, and Autumn 

Sonata  – all extensions of 
concerto principles. In some of 
these, to enhance the dramatic 
effect, the sonic possibilities 
of spatial acoustics have been 
incorporated: in the Clarinet 
Concerto the soloist moves 
around the different sections 
of the orchestra, and in the 
Horn Concerto the orchestral 
horns are stationed around the 
concert hall. Thus the players 
are not only the conversants in 
an abstract musical dialogue, 
but also very much the living 
(and frequently peripatetic) 
embodiment of its dramatis 
personae. 

Her 10 large-scale and several 
chamber operas of the past 
40 years beginning with The 

Voice of Ariadne (1972) and 
followed by Mary, Queen of 

Scots (1977), A Christmas 

Carol (1979), Harriet, The 

Woman Called Moses 
(1984) and Simón Bolívar 

(1992) are in every sense 
the true successors to these 
instrumental concertos.

theamusgrave.com

Christopher Mayo is 
a composer of ‘poignant’ 
and ‘persuasive’ music (The 

Independent), whose ‘attractive 
and intelligent compositional 
voice’ (Musicworks Magazine) 
has brought him recognition 
not only in his native Canada, 
but also across Europe and 
the United States. Mayo 
was the 2012-13 Sound 
and Music ‘Embedded’ 
Composer in Residence with 
the Manchester Camerata for 
whom he composed three new 
works.

Finding inspiration in diverse 
and eclectic sources, Mayo’s 
music has been called ‘robust, 
lively, witty, colourful but never 
light’ (Radio Canada). Mayo’s 
Death on Three-Mile Creek, 
premiered at Carnegie Hall in 
2011, ‘resourcefully evoked 
Appalachian folk styles, New 
Orleans funeral marches and 
the shifting pulses of drum 
‘n’ bass electronica in setting 
aphoristic eulogies by Jonathan 
Williams’ (The New York Times). 
Further recent commissions 
have included the London 

Symphony Orchestra, English 
National Ballet, the National 
Youth Orchestra of Great 
Britain, London Sinfoniettta, 
Marrakech Biennale, and 
Vancouver Symphony 
Orchestra. 

Mayo’s music has been 
performed by orchestras such 
as the London Symphony 
Orchestra, the BBC Symphony 
Orchestra, the Esprit Orchestra 
and by performers including 
Michael Collins, Huw Watkins, 
Oliver Coates and Danny 
Driver. 

Festivals include Cheltenham 
Festival, the Aldeburgh 
Festival, Faster than Sound 
and the Bang on a Can 
Summer Music Festival.

Mayo has collaborated with 
a range of artists including 
Matthew Herbert on his One 
Day project for the London 
Sinfonietta and Turner Prize-
nominated artist Spartacus 
Chetwynd on a performance art 
piece for the Gasworks Gallery. 
Mayo also appeared in the 
BBC 2 television documentary 

Classic Goldie where he 
assisted English drum and bass 
star Goldie on a commission for 
the BBC Proms.

Born in Toronto in 1980, Mayo 
holds a Master’s degree from 
the Royal College of Music, 
where he studied with Julian 
Anderson and a PhD from 
the Royal Academy of Music, 
where he studied with Philip 
Cashian. From 2012-2014 he 
taught composition at Royal 
Holloway, University of London. 
Mayo is a winner of a SOCAN 
Award for Young Composers 
and the Royal Philharmonic 
Society Composition Prize.

christophermayo.net
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Claudia Molitor is a 
composer, artist and academic 
whose work draws on the 
traditions of contemporary 
classical music but extends 
to video, performance and 
fi ne art practices. Her work 
often becomes a site where 
conventions of notation 
and performance, and 
qualifi cations and hierarchies 
of listening and seeing are 
interrogated. Exploring the 
spaces between notions of 
artistic disciplines is central to 
her work.

Claudia’s work is regularly 
performed and broadcast 
throughout Europe. It has 
been heard at festivals such 
as Wien Modern, hcmf//, Spor, 
Tete a Tete, the BBC Proms, 
Sonica, November Music and 
art gallery events at Turner 
Margate, Bold Tendencies 
and ICA. Commissioners 
include the London Sinfonietta, 
hcmf//, the BBC and Cryptic. 
Recordings have been included 
in releases on the Jerwood 
Series, NMC Recordings, ORF 
1 and Sub Rosa.

She often works collaboratively 
with artists such as 
choreographers Anna Koch 
(WELD in Stockholm) and 
Richard Alston (The Richard 
Alston Dance Company in 
London), video artists including 
Brian McClave from Red-
Ochre Productions, and theatre 
and opera director Dan Ayling.

Recent projects include 
Sonorama, a work for the rail 
journey from St Pancras to 
Margate with David Hendy, 
Electra Productions, Turner 

Contemporary, Southeastern 
Rail, The British Library, 
Uniform Books and Hornby.

She has worked collaboratively 
with many other artists and 
was co-founder and festival 
director of Soundwaves 
Festival, a music and sound 
focussed multi-arts festival 
that took place in Brighton 
(UK), as well as artistic co-
director of the interdisciplinary 
music and visual arts festival 
TÖNE: a meeting of sound 
and light in Medway. 

claudiamolitor.org

David Sawer studied 
music at the University 
of York and subsequently 
won a DAAD scholarship 
to study in Cologne with 
Mauricio Kagel. In 1992 he 
was awarded the Fulbright-
Chester-Schirmer Fellowship 
in Composition. A Paul Hamlyn 
Foundation Award followed 
in 1993 and, in 1995, the 
Arts Foundation’s Composer 
Fellowship. In 1996 he was 
composer-in-association with 

the Bournemouth Orchestras; 
in 2006 he was awarded a 
Civitella Ranieri Fellowship.

The 1990s saw a succession 
of important commissions. 
Byrnan Wood, his fi rst large-
scale orchestral piece, was 
premiered at the Proms and 
recorded on NMC (NMC 
D028) by the BBC Symphony 
Orchestra with Andrew 
Davis. The Trumpet Concerto 
received its fi rst performance 
from the same orchestra in 
1995, and in 1997 the BBC 
National Orchestra of 

Wales gave the world and 
London premieres of the 

greatest happiness principle 
at St David’s Hall, Cardiff, 
and the Proms respectively. 
Tiroirs, commissioned by the 
Michael Vyner Trust for the 
London Sinfonietta, has been 
performed throughout Europe, 
in the USA and at the 1998 
ISCM World Music Days.

His radio composition 
Swansong, a commentary in 
words and music on a short 
story by Hector Berlioz, won a 
Sony Award in 1990. 

From Morning to Midnight 
(NMC D116) a full-length 
opera commissioned by English 
National Opera, premiered at 
the London Coliseum in 2001, 
and for which he received 
a Laurence Olivier Award 
nomination for Outstanding 
Achievement in Opera.  

Other works include a Piano 
Concerto for Rolf Hind, which 
won the British Academy 
British Composer Award 2003 
in the orchestra category, 
Stramm Gedichte for the New 

London Chamber Choir and 
James Wood, and Rebus, 
commissioned by musikFabrik 
and given its world premiere 
in 2004, receiving its UK 
premiere in 2005 with the 
London Sinfonietta.

Sawer’s operetta Skin 

Deep, written to a libretto 
by comedian Armando 
Iannucci, was premiered in 
2009 by Opera North, with 
performances in Leeds, 
London, Salford, Newcastle, 
Glasgow, Bregenz and 
Copenhagen. In the same year, 
Rumpelstiltskin, a ballet for 
dancers and ensemble, was 
premiered by the Birmingham 
Contemporary Music Group, 
touring to Tramway, Glasgow 
and the Huddersfi eld 
Contemporary Music and 
Spitalfi elds Music Festivals. 

Recent works include Flesh 

and Blood, for two singers and 
orchestra, premiered by the 
BBC Symphony Orchestra 
at the Barbican, and The 

Lighthouse Keepers, for the 
2013 Cheltenham Festival.
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Gerald Barry was born in 
Ireland in 1952 and studied 
composition with Stockhausen 
and Kagel. He fi rst came to 
public attention in 1979 with 
his radical ensemble works 
‘__________’ and ‘Ø’.

Many of his works have been 
commissioned by the BBC, 
including Chevaux-de-frise for 
the Ulster Orchestra at the 
1988 Proms, The Conquest of 

Ireland and Day for the BBC 
Symphony Orchestra, The 

Eternal Recurrence, a setting 
of Nietzsche for voice and 
orchestra, and Hard D for the 
Orkest de Volharding.

Barry’s fi rst opera The 

Intelligence Park (NMC D122), 
commissioned by the ICA, was 
fi rst performed at the 1990 
Almeida Festival, and a second 
opera, The Triumph of Beauty 

and Deceit, written for Channel 
4 Television, opened the 2002 
Aldeburgh Festival, followed 
by performances in London 
and the Berliner Festwochen 
conducted by Thomas Adés. In 
2005 The Bitter Tears of Petra 

von Kant was given at English 
National Opera and in 2007 
at the Basle Opera. La Plus 

Forte (The Stronger), a one-
act opera on the Strindberg 
play was commissioned by 
Radio France for the 2007 
Festival Présences.  Sung by 
Barbara Hannigan, it toured to 
Amsterdam, London, Dublin, 
Miami and Toronto.

Barry has enjoyed a 
long assocation with the 
Birmingham Contemporary 
Music Group, for whom he 
wrote Wiener Blut, Dead 

March and Beethoven. God 

Save The Queen for choir and 
the London Sinfonietta was 

commissioned by London’s 
South Bank Centre for the 
fi ftieth birthday of the Royal 
Festival Hall in 2001.

His most recent opera, The 

Importance of Being Earnest, 
was jointly commissioned 
by the LA Philharmonic and 
the Barbican in London, and 
received its world premiere 
staging at Opéra national de 
Lorraine – Nancy in 2013. It 
received a 2013 RPS Award for 
Large-Scale Composition and 
a recording was released on 
NMC in 2014. (NMC D197)

Barry’s Piano Concerto, 
written for Nicolas Hodges 
and co-commissioned by 
Musica Viva, Munich, and City 
of Birmingham Symphony 
Orchestra, was premiered 
in Munich in 2013 with 
subsequent performances 
in 2014 including the UK 
premiere with the CBSO and 
the Finnish premiere with 
Avanti! Chamber Orchestra.

Upcoming works include an 
opera, Alice’s Adventures 

Under Ground.

Barry Guy is an innovative 
double bass player and 
composer whose creative 
diversity in the fi elds of Jazz 
improvisation, solo recitals, 
chamber and orchestral 
performance is the outcome 
both of an unusually varied 
training and a zest for 
experimentation, underpinned 
by a dedication to the double 
bass and the ideal of musical 
communication.

Between the early Seventies 
and mid Nineties Barry 
Guy held the principal bass 
position in various orchestras 
including The Orchestra of 
St.John’s Smith Square, City of 
London Sinfonia, Monteverdi 
Orchestra, The Academy of 
Ancient Music, Kent Opera 
and The London Classical 
Players. During these years 
he was also active in the 
European Improvised Scene.

He is founder and Artistic 
Director of the London Jazz 
Composers Orchestra and 
the BGNO (Barry Guy New 
Orchestra) for which he has 

written several extended 
works. His concert works for 
chamber orchestras, chamber 
groups and soloists have been 
widely performed and his 
skillful and inventive writing 
has resulted in an exceptional 
series of compositions. His 
scores are virtuosic and often 
present innovative sonorities 
and extended instrumental 
techniques and as a performer 
himself he is ideally placed to 
assess these possibilities.

Together with his partner 
Maya Homburger he runs the 
independent CD label Maya 

Recordings which specialises 
in the mixture of baroque, new 
and improvised music.

Barry Guy continues to give 
solo recitals throughout 
Europe as well as continuing 
associations with colleagues 
involved in improvised, baroque 
and contemporary music.

His current regular ensembles 
are the Homburger/Guy duo, 
the Parker/Guy/Lytton trio, 
Tarfala (with Mats Gustafsson 
and Raymond Strid) and 

various piano trios: Aurora 
(with Agusti Fernandez and 
Ramon Lopez) Hexen (with 
Paul Plimley and Lucas Niggli) 
and the longstanding trio 
with Marilyn Crispell and Paul 
Lytton.

Barry Guy’s latest venture 
is the Blue Shroud Band 
founded in 2014 to perform 
his most recent composition 
based on Picasso’s painting 
Guernica with texts by the 
Irish poet Kerry Hardie. The 
ensemble features fourteen 
internationally acclaimed 
soloists and improvisers.
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Aurora Orchestra
Since its creation in 2005, Aurora Orchestra 
has established itself as one of Europe’s 
leading chamber orchestras, combining 
electrifying live performance with a uniquely 
creative approach to programming and 
presentation. Under the artistic direction 
of Nicholas Collon, Aurora has developed 
a fl ourishing London series as Resident 
Orchestra at Kings Place and also appears 
regularly at other major London venues, 
including Wigmore Hall, Barbican, Royal Opera 
House, the Royal Albert Hall and Southbank 
Centre, where it has been invited to take up 
the position of Associate Orchestra from 2016. 
Recent international tours have taken place 
to Europe, China, Australia, Russia and South 
America. The orchestra works with a roster of 
internationally renowned artists across multiple 
art forms including Ian Bostridge, Gerald Finley, 
Angelika Kirchschlager, Anthony Marwood, 
Kate Royal, Maxim Rysanov, Robin Ticciati, 
Wayne McGregor, Manu Delago, Peter Straub 
and Edmund de Waal.  

It has developed a particular reputation for 
collaboration across art forms, pioneering 
‘Orchestral Theatre’ performances infused with 
eclectic programming, innovative presentation, 
and inspiring artistic partnerships ranging 
across dance, fi lm, visual art and theatre. Aurora 
is the youngest-ever recipient of the Royal 

Philharmonic Society’s Ensemble Award – the 
UK’s most prestigious award for live classical 
music.

Guided by the conviction that orchestral music 
should be accessible, alive and relevant to 
the broadest possible audience, Aurora’s 
activities extend to myriad settings beyond 
the concert hall, with a varied programme 
of work in schools, hospitals, museums and 
other community settings. Highlights of its 
programming for family audiences have 
included major televised family performances 
for the BBC Proms in collaboration with 
Aardman Animation (creators of Wallace and 
Gromit), and CBBC’s award-winning Horrible 

Histories series, as well as the launch of a new 
series of storytelling family concerts at Kings 
Place entitled Far, Far Away. 

auroraorchestra.com 

Nicholas Collon
Nicholas Collon is known as a commanding and 
inspirational interpreter in an exceptionally wide 
range of music. His skill as a communicator and 
innovator has been recognised by both critics 
and audiences alike – he was the recipient of 
the 2012 Critics’ Circle Award for Exceptional 
Young Talent and in 2013, for the third 
consecutive year, he was one of the London 
Evening Standard’s Most Infl uential Londoners. 
He is Artistic Director and Principal Conductor 
of Aurora Orchestra, an ensemble which he 
co-founded in 2005.

With Aurora Nicholas leads the New Moves 
series, a unique cross-arts residency at LSO St 
Luke’s which has included critically acclaimed 
collaborations with dance, fi lm, theatre and 
literature. Having made a successful debut at 
the BBC Proms in 2010, Nicholas has been 
re-invited each successive year with Aurora 
and also with the London Sinfonietta, BBC 
Philharmonic and Birmingham Contemporary 
Music Group. 

Alongside his work with Aurora, he is in demand 
as a guest conductor with other ensembles in 
the UK and abroad. In recent seasons Nicholas 
has worked with the Philharmonia, the City of 
Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, the London 
Symphony Orchestra, the BBC and Royal 
Philharmonics, Orchestre national du Capitole 
de Toulouse, Orchestre national de Lyon, 

Bamberg Symphony, Trondheim Symphony, 
Spanish National Orchestra, Royal Northern 
Sinfonia, Academy of Ancient Music, Munich 
Chamber Orchestra, Auckland Philharmonia 
and Ensemble Intercontemporain and has 
collaborated with artists such as Ian Bostridge, 
Angelika Kirchschlager, Vilde Frankg, Pekka 
Kuusisto, Francesco Piemontesi, Colin Currie, 
Steven Isserlis, François Leleux and Nico Muhly.

Future engagements include re-invitations 
to the Philharmonia Orchestra, Orchestre 
national du Capitole de Toulouse, Spanish 
National Orchestra, BBC Philharmonic, City of 
Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, Trondheim 
Symphony, London Sinfonietta, Ulster Orchestra, 
Birmingham Contemporary Music Group and 
the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra and debuts 
with Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester Berlin, 
Zurich Tonhalle, the Hallé Orchestra, Brussels 
Philharmonic, The Residentie Orchestra, 
Gurzenich Orchester, Warsaw Philharmonic, 
Danish National Symphony Orchestra, Les 
Siecles and SWR Sinfonieorchester.

Operatic work has included appearances at 
English National Opera, Welsh National Opera 
and Glyndebourne in repertoire ranging from 
Mozart and Britten to Jonathan Harvey.

Nicholas Collon on NMC
Richard Causton • Millennium Scenes

Hallé  NMC D192

Ben Foskett • From Trumpet

Hallé  NMC D195 
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Tim Boon, Thea Musgrave and Christopher MayoDavid Sawer

Tim Boon and Barry Guy  Claudia Molitor and Barry Guy 

Science Museum
As the home of human 
ingenuity, the Science 
Museum’s world-class 
collection forms an enduring 
record of scientifi c, 
technological and medical 
achievements from across 
the globe. Welcoming over 
3 million visitors a year, 
the Museum aims to make 
sense of the science that 
shapes our lives, inspiring 
visitors with iconic objects, 
award-winning exhibitions 
and incredible stories of 
scientifi c achievement. More 
information can be found at 

sciencemuseum.org.uk
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contribution our work makes to enriching 

cultural life. Our ability to record and promote 

the innovative, the challenging, the obscure 

and the lost is reliant upon securing the 

support of individuals who are as passionate 

about new music as we are.
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Benefactors (£100) also receive up to 25% 
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£1,000+ to help us release particular hidden 

gems. It allows donors to gain an exclusive 

insight into and association with our work.

We welcome Corporate Friends (£500+ VAT) 

who seek to align themselves with NMC’s values 

of quality, creativity and innovation. 

A gift in your Will is an enduring way to mark 

your appreciation of NMC’s pioneering work 

and help us secure our future aspirations. Our 

individual supporters ensure the breadth and 

ambition of our output; no gift is too small.

Please visit: www.nmcrec.co.uk/support-us

email: development@nmcrec.co.uk, 

or phone 020 7759 1826 for more information. 
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